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INTRODUCTION 
Let R be a prime ring and let Q be the right quotient ring of R relative 
to the filter F of all nonzero two-sided ideals of R (see [S]). R is embed- 
dable in Q (via left multiplications) and given any element qE Q there 
exists ZEF such that qIGR. The set S={s~QlslcR, ZSLR for some 
IE F} is called the symmetric ring of quotients of R and was first studied by 
Kharchenko in [3]. The ring S arises naturally in the study of X-inner 
automorphisms of R (rO = s ~ ‘rs for some invertible s E Q) and X-inner 
derivations of R into itself (r’= sr - rs for some SE Q); in each case the 
inducing element s belongs to S. If R is a domain it is easily seen that S 
must also be a domain (Q need not be a domain). 
Throughout this paper A will be a fixed division ring and R = R, & R, 
will be the coproduct of arbitrary A-rings R, and R, with 1 over A. Our 
goal is to show that R = S unless R, and R, are of a very special nature. 
To describe these exceptional situations a couple of definitions are 
required. The first is that of a primary ring A: A = A @ T where T is any 
A-bimodule with T2 = 0. The second, an unexpected entry into the picture, 
is that of what we shall call a d-semiprimary ring A: let V be a A-bimodule, 
let d: A + V be a derivation, and let A = [ “, i] with multiplication 
cry “I vy+Bw+W)(y-6) PS 
(one checks that A, * is indeed a A-ring). Setting e, = [A i], e2 = [i y], 
T= [z i], one sees that A can be characterized as follows: A = 
e,A@e,A@T, T a A-bimodule, T’=O, e,+e,=l, e,e,=d,,e,, e,T= 
O=Te,, t=te,=e,t for tgT, d(a)=cte,-e,aET for ali HEA. In case 
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n= 0, i.e., ei commutes with the elements of d, we call A semiprimary and 
note that it is just the matrix ring [ “, :] under ordinary multiplication. 
We are now in a position to state our main result. 
MAIN THEOREM. Let R = R, u R,, the coproduct of A-rings R, and R, 
with 1 over a division ring A, with each of the four left and right dimensions 
(4 : A),, (R; : AL, i = 1, 2, greater than 2. Then R = S (i.e., R is its own 
symmetric ring of quotients) unless one of the following occurs: 
(a) Both R, and R, are primary; 
(b) One Ri is primary and the other is d-semiprimary; 
(c) Each Ri is di-semiprimary. 
As a very special case of the theorem we have Kharchenko’s result [3, 
Lemma]: if R is the free noncommutative algebra over a field in two or 
more variables then R = S (see also Passman [lo] and a generalization to 
2-firs by Lewin [4]). 
The present paper is the latest in a series of articles which began 
with a joint venture with Montgomery [9], in which we studied X-inner 
automorphisms of the coproduct of domains. Following a joint paper with 
Lichtman [S] we proved [6] the following result: 
THEOREM A. Let R = R, JJd R,, R, #A, R, # A, with 
(i) each Ri l-finite (i.e., xy= 1 implies yx= 1); 
(ii) at least one of the four dimensions (Ri: A),, (Ri: A),, i= 1, 2, 
greater than 2. Then every X-inner automorphism of R is inner unless one of 
the following holds: 
(I) Both R, and R, are primary. 
(II) One Ri is primary and the other is quadratic (i.e., 2-dimen- 
sional over A). 
(III) Char. A=2, at least one Ri is not a domain, and one of the 
Rls is quadratic. 
Our Main Theorem does not treat the case where one of the R;s is 
quadratic. On the other hand we have removed the restriction that the Rfs 
are l-finite. In the case where at least one Ri is a domain our result implies 
Theorem A (subject to the dimension restrictions). 
We recently proved [7] a result analogous to Theorem A for X-inner 
derivations, which we state as 
THEOREM B. Let R= R, & R,, char. A #2, R, #A, R2 # A, with at 
least one of the Ris neither primary nor quadratic. Then every X-inner 
derivation of R is inner. 
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As with the case of Theorem A our result implies Theorem B if one of the 
R;s is a domain (subject to the dimension restrictions). 
In Section 1 we review some needed material on coproducts in general, 
in Section 2 we prove the Main Theorem, and in Section 3 we construct 
examples illustrating the exceptional cases (a), (b), and (c) of the Main 
Theorem. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section we recall the definition and basic properties of the notion 
of height as developed by Cohn in [ 11. R has a filtration given by H- ’ = 0, 
Ho = A, H’ = R, + R,, H” = z Ri, Ri, ... R,, n = 2, 3, . . . . The height 1~1 of 
an element reR is defined as folows: IrI =n if r#O, YEW, r#H”-’ and 
IrI = -co if r = 0. We will express the fact that an element r of H” actually 
lies in H”-’ by saying r = 0 (mod H”- ‘) or simply r = 0 if the context 
is clear. Every H” is a A-bimodule and the bimodule H”/H”- ’ = 
(R,OR,O ... @R”)@(K,@R,@ ... @En+,), where l&=R,/A, i= 1,2, 
R, = R, if j is odd and R, = R, if j is even. If n is even, the submodule of 
H” corresponding to the first summand, namely R, R2 R, . . . R,, is denoted 
by H;z and that corresponding to the second summand, namely 
R,RI R, . . . RI, is denoted by HZ,. Thus H” = Hyz + H;, , with uniqueness 
of representation modulo H”- ‘. Similarly, if M is odd, we have 
H” = H’I, + Hi2. The elements of H.; which are of height n are called 
(i, j)-pure. Elements of height 3 1 which are not (i, j)-pure for some i, j are 
called O-pure. One always has IahJ d Ial + Ihl. Strict inequality can occur 
only when a is (i, j)-pure and h is (j, k)-pure for some i, j, k. We shall 
frequently use the suggestive notation r,, for an element of Ht. If further- 
more rii $ H” ~ ’ we shall indicate this by simply writing rij f 0. Also for a 
subscript i we define i’ as follows: i’ = 2 if i= 1 and i’ = 1 if i= 2. The 
following lemma is an easy consequence of the preceding remarks. 
LEMMA 1. Let WEH~, MEH$, man, u f 0 (modH”-‘). Then there 
exist elements u = uI, u2, . . . . uy E Hyk right A-independent mod H”- ’ and 
elements vI, v2, . . . . USE Hz,:” such that w EC;= 1 u/v, (mod H+‘). 
The proof uses the fact that u may be extended to a right A-basis of H$ 
(mod H+‘) and the fact that HT= H;,H;,-“. 
The following result is due to Cohn [l, p. 4383: 
LEMMA 2. Let u,, u2, . . . . uy E HQ be right A-independent (mod H”- ‘) and 
let v,, v2, . . . . vy E HTk. Zf x7=, u,v,=O (mod H”+p-l), then each v,=O 
(mod HP ~ ’ ). 
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We now invoke Lemmas 1 and 2 in order to establish: 
LEMMA 3. Suppose ab = cd (mod H”’ +” ~ ’ ), where m = Ial = IdI, 
n = 161 = ICI, n <m, a (i, J-pure, b (j’, k)-pure, c (i, /)-pure, d (I’, k)-pure. 
Then a E ce (mod H” ~ ’ ), d = eb (mod H” ~ ’ ), where e is (I’, j)-pure of 
height m-n (or e=%EA ifn=m). 
ProoJ: By Lemma 1 a E ce + 1, cPeP, c, cP right A-independent in Hy, 
e, eP (I’, J-pure, in Hyj-“. The given congruence then becomes c(eb - d) + 
C, c,(e,b) = 0. By Lemma 2 eb 5 d and e,b = 0, whence eP = 0. Thus a = ce 
and the lemma is proved. 
2. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM 
Throughout this section we assume that R = R, ud R,, with (Ri : A), 
>2, (Ri:A),>2, i=l,2. We fix ZEF and let S,={~ESISZ+Z~ER}. 
Clearly S, is an (R, R)-bimodule. Next we fix a E I such that a is O-pure of 
even height n = Ial > 0, and thus we may write a = a,, + u2i. For s E S, we 
let b, = sa and c, = as (when the context is clear we will sometimes just 
write b = b, and c = c,~). We have immediately the simple relationship 
c,a = ab,, SES, (1) 
the repeated application of which will form the basis of our proof. Since a 
is O-pure of even height it follows easily from (1) that lb,/ = Ic,I = m,Y, 
b,v is O-pure if and only if c,~ is O-pure, and b, is (i, j)-pure if and only if c, 
is (i, j)-pure. 
LEMMA 4. Zf s E S, is such that m,Y < n then s = 0. 
Proof If s#O choose reZ such that 0 #rs~ R. Therefore rsa#O, 
whence b= b,=sa #O. We write b= b,, + bzjz, where without loss of 
generality we may assume b,j $ 0 (mod H”-‘). Now choose y’, y” E R2 
such that y’, y” are left A-independent mod A (this is possible since 
(Rz : A), > 2). Setting c’ = ay’s E R, we see from (ay’s)a = uy’(sa) that 
c’a = ay’b. (2) 
It follows from (2) that Ic’J = m + 1, and examination of the (2, j)-com- 
ponent of (2) yields 
c;,ai~- uzl y’b,, (mod Hnfm). 
By Lemma 3 (we are assuming m + 1 < n) there exists e,,, E Hr,; m -~ ’ such 
that a,,= e,,, y’b,j (mod Hn-I). Similarly there exists fjrl such that 
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ajCir jj,, y”b,,. It follows that e,,, y’=J;., y”. By Lemma 2 we see in 
particular that eiC, = 0 (since y’, y” are left d-independent mod A). This 
forces the contradiction ai:i = 0 and the lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 5. If s E S, is such that m, > n then there exists g E R such that 
ms-n<m,=m. 
ProoJ: We let b = b,Y and write b = b,, + b,, (possibly b,j = 0 or bzi. = 0). 
Likewise we have c = c, = cli + czi,. Examination of the (1, j)-component of 
ca = ab shows that 
c,iaj,i- a,,b,,. (3) 
Applying Lemma 3 to (3) we see in particular that b,, 3 e,ja,,i (mod H” - ‘) 
for eliE Hz-“. In exactly the same fashion b,. -f2jfajj, for suitable 
f2,, E Hz.,-“. Setting g = e,j +fi,, we have 
(s-g)a=b-ga=b,,+b,,,-(e,,+fij,)(aj)+a,,,) 
= (b,, - e,ja,.,) + (b,j, -f2jCa,j,) E 0 (mod H” ‘). 
In other words mspR < m and the lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 6. If SE S, is such that m, = n and i is given, then there exist 
&PEA such that (s-/l.)a-pa,i,. 
Proof: We write b = b, = b,, + b,, , c = cIz + c~,. We may assume that 
b,, f 0. From (1) we obtain c,2a,2-a,2b,2 and an application of 
Lemma 3 yields b,, = eta,, for some CIE A. Suppose b,, 3 0. Then 
(s--)a=b--aa-b,,-u(a,,+a,,)= -uaZ,. Also sa=b=blZ-ualZ. 
Suppose b,, f 0, and hence b,, = Paz, for some BE A. Then (s- r)a= 
b - aa = b,, + b,, - clalz - aaz, = (p - a)az,. On the other hand (s - /l)a = 
b-/la = b,, + b,, - fia,* - /?a2, = (a - /l)a,,. The four cases just discussed 
show that the lemma has been proved. 
LEMMA 7. Ifs ES, such that sa = aii. then [s, A] = 0. 
ProoJ: We may assume a,;, = a,,. Now let J-E A. From (as)la- 
a,,ia,, = aA it follows that a(s2 - As) = 0, whence s,J = Is by Lemma 4. 
With these lemmas to draw on we are now ready to complete the proof 
of the Main Theorem. Suppose for sake of argument there exists s E S but 
s $ R. We have sI + Is G R for suitable ZE F and we choose a E I, a O-pure 
of even height n. Repeated application of Lemma 5 (if necessary) together 
with Lemma 4 shows that we may assume m, = n, whence by Lemma 6 we 
have without loss of generality sa = pa,,, p E A. In fact we may actually 
481’143 2-X 
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assume that sa = a,> (just replace s by pP ‘.s). By Lemma 7 we then know 
that s commutes with each element of A. 
We claim that R,=A@T,, where T,={x~R,lxs=O} is an ideal 
of R,. Indeed, for XE R we see immediately that IXSU~ = Ixa,,l 6 n. 
In case lx~ul <n then by Lemma 4 xs = 0 and we are finished. If Jxsul = n 
then by Lemma 6 there exist LX, BE A such that (xs- cr)u E Da,* E Bsu, 
i.e., (~~--~-@)a-0 (mod Hnp’). By Lemma 4 xs- cc-b~s=O; i.e., 
(x--)~=a. If cl#O we set x,=K’(x-/3) and note that xOs= 1. From 
this we obtain the contradiction a = X,,SU = .x~u,~ + ... (just compare the 
(2, 1)-component of both sides). Therefore we are left with CY =0 and 
accordingly (x - b)s =O. This places x-p E T, and so we have shown 
R, = A + T,. Now let XE T, and r E R,. By what we have just shown 
we can write r = y + r, y E A, r E T,. Using Lemma 7 we have xrs= 
xys+xrs=xsy =O, thence T, is an ideal of R, and our claim has been 
established. 
We next claim that R,=A@T,, where T,={x~R,/sx=x} is an ideal 
of R,. Indeed, since a( 1 - s) = a -us = a,, + a,, - u,~ = u2,, the obvious 
analogue of the preceding claim may be invoked, with 1 -s playing the 
role of s. 
For t, E T,, t, E T2 the observation 0 = t,st, = t, t, shows that T, T, = 0. 
Since T, and T2 (regarded as either left or right A-spaces) each have 
codimension 1 it follows that T= T, n T, has codimension either 1 or 2. 
Furthermore we know that T* =O. 
If T has codimension 1 then T = T, = T, and we see that R, = A @ T is 
a primary ring. 
We may therefore assume that T has codimension 2. The ring iso- 
morphism T, /T E R,/T, % A shows that T,/T has an identity element, and 
since T* = 0 it is well known that T, has an idempotent e, # 0. Likewise T, 
has an idempotent e; # 0. Using e, e; = 0 we may replace e; by the idem- 
potent e2 = e; - e;e,, noting now that e,e2 = e2e, =O. If e, + e2E Ti, say 
T,, then e2 = t, -e, E T, n T, = T, which is impossible. Therefore, since 
R/T,r A, we have e, +e, = 1 (mod T) which forces e, + e, = 1. For tE T 
we note next that te,=t(l-e*)=t=(l-e,)t=e,t. Finally, for SEA, we 
observe from [I., e, + e,] = 0 that d(A) = [A, e,] = [e,, 11 E T, n T2 = T. 
Clearly R = e, A @ e2 A 0 T and in view of the various observations we have 
made R is indeed a d-semiprimary ring. 
Since su= a,, =us the same arguments used to obtain the structure 
of R, can equally well be used to show that R, is either primary or 
d-semiprimary. The proof of the Main Theorem is now complete. 
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3. EXAMPLES 
Our purpose in this section is to show that the possibilities (a), (b), 
and (c) in the Main Theorem actually occur. It will be useful to have an 
internal characterization of the elements of S and so we first begin with a 
result about prime rings in general. 
LEMMA 8. Let R be prime, a # 0 E R, g and h set-theoretic maps of R into 
itself such that 
axh(y) = g(x) YQ (*I 
for all x, y E R. Then there exists s E S such that sya = h(y) and axs = g(x) 
(it follows that g and h must be additive). Conversely, every s E S satisfies 
(*), where h(y)=sya andg(x)=axs. 
Proof. We set I= RaR and first show that the map j I -+ R given by 
Cyiavi-+C h(yi)vi, yi, V,E R, is well defined. Indeed, if C y,av,=O then, 
making use of (*), we see that ax C h( yi)v, = g(x) C y,av, = 0 for all x E R. 
Since R is prime we conclude that h( y,) vi = 0. As f: I --) R is clearly a right 
R-module map we have produced an element s = [f, Z] E R,. Considering 
R as a subring of S we see that sya = h( y), y E R and so SIC R. Now let 
x, y E R and note that axsya = ash(y) = g(x) ya. Thus (axs - g(x))Z= 0, 
whence axs=g(x), which says that Isc R and accordingly s E S. The 
converse is clear: given s E S choose 0 # I such that Is + sZ E R, fix 0 # a E Z, 
and simply note that (axs) ya = ax(sya). 
We now proceed to construct examples illustrating (a), (b), and (c) of 
the Main Theorem. These examples will be built up from primary and 
semiprimary rings and the reader may refer to the beginning of this paper 
for the definition of and notational devices used for these rings. For 
simplicity we will take d to be a field. 
(a) An example of an X-inner automorphism which is not inner has 
previously been given in [6], but for completeness we present an example 
here. Let R, = A + T, R, = A + U be primary rings. Then R = R, & R, 
may be written as a vector space direct sum in two ways: R = A + RU + 
RT= A + UR+ TR. We fix t,E T, USE U, and set a= t,uO + u,t,. Maps 
g, h: R -+ R are then defined as 
g(l)= to% h( 1) = tou, 
g( ru) = aru h(ur) = 0 UE u, JET, reT 
g(rt) = 0 h(tr) = tra 
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and then extended by linearity. We remark that g(R) s RU, L,(R) E TR, 
and proceed to verify 
axh(y) =g(x)h(y) =g(x)ya x, y E R. (*I 
We note that since g and h are linear it is enough to verify (*) on a basis 
(brief hints will sometimes be given in parentheses on the right): 
~~1~~(Y)=(~o~o+~o~“)~~(Y)=~o~o(Y)=g(l)~(Y) (4~) E TR) 
4rubvy) =g(ru)h(y) 
4rt)Ny) = 0 =g(rt)h(y) 
g(x). 1 ~~=g(x)(~o~o+~o~o)=g(x)(~o~o)=g(x)~(l) (g(x) c-t RU) 
g(x)(ur)a = 0 =g(x)h(ur) 
s(x)(tr)a =g(x)h(tr). 
By Lemma 8 there is an element s E S such that sa = h( 1) = t,u,. If s E R, 
since a is O-pure, we have 1.r = 0; i.e., s E A, which is impossible. Therefore 
S$R. 
(b) Let R, = de, + de, + T be a semiprimary in which, setting 
T,= de, + T, we have T, T, =O, t,e, = t,, e, t, = t,. 
Let R, = A + U be a primary ring. We fix u0 E ZJ and set a = ezu,, + q,e, . 
We decompose R in two ways: 
R=Al@Ae,@RUe,@RU@RT 
=Al@Ae,@e,UR@UR@TR 
and define g, h: R + R as 
g(l)=eu0 h( 1) = ezuO 
de21 = e2u0 MeI) = (el - l)uoel 
g(rue,) = aru h(e, ur) = (e, - 1)ura 
g( rz4) = an.4 h(ur) = 0 
g(H) = 0 h( tr) = tra, 
where teT, UEU, rER. We remark that g(R)cRU, h(R)cT,R, and 
proceed to a case by case verification of 
a-WY) = g(x)h(y) = g(x) YQ, x, PER 
a. 1 .MY) = (e2uo + uoelMy) 
=e2uoh(y)=g(1)h(y) (h(y) E T,R T, T, = 0) 
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&f(y) = ah(y) =g(l W(y) =g(eMy) (e2 t2 = t2) 
a(rue,)h(y)=uruh(y)=g(rue,)h(y) (e2 t2 = t2) 
4ruP(y) =g(ru)O) 
a(rt)h(l’)=O=g(rt)h(y) (T,T,=O) 
g(x). 1 . a = g(x)ezuo = g(x)h( 1) (g(x) E RU, U2 = 0) 
dxkla=g(x)eluOel =g(x)(el -l)u0e, 
= g(x)h(el 1 Mx)uo=O) 
g(x)(e, ur)a = g(x)(el - 1 )uru 
= g(x)h(e, ur) (g(x)u=O) 
g(x)(ur)u = 0 =g(x)h(ur) (U’=O) 
g(x)(tr)u = g(x)h(tr). (*) 
By Lemma 8, (*) determines an element s E S such that su = e,u,. If s E R 
then IsI = 0, i.e., s E A, which is impossible. Therefore s $ S. 
(c) Let RI = de, @de,@ T be a seimiprimary ring where, setting 
T,=Ae,+T, we have T,T2=0, t,e,=t,, e,t,=t,. Let R,=Af,@f,@U 
also be a semiprimary ring where, setting Ui= Af, + U and reversing the 
subscripts 1 and 2, we have U2UI =O, flu, = u,, u2f2 = u2. We set 
R = R, & R,. We will make use of the following notational device: if 
r=r,r2..‘rn then r*=(r,-l)(rZ-l)...(r,-1). 
Let P be the set of all alternating monomials in f, and e2, e.g., e2 f, e2 f, 
For p E P we define 
p’= p* 
{ 
1 if p=e, 
if p ends in f, 
PO* if p = Poe, ends in e2. 
We write R as a direct sum 
R=Al@AP@R(T+U)P@RU@RT 




g(p) = fie, p, 
if p=e,p, 
if P =fi p. 
g( rzp) = urzp’ 
g( ru) = uru 
g(rf) = 0, 
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where UEU, tET, z=u if p=e,p,, z= t if p=f, pO. We observe that 
g(R)& RU,. 
Let Q be the set of all alternating monomials in e, and ,f2. For q E Q we 
define 
1 
1 if q=f2 
q’= q* if q begins with e, 
40* if q =f2 q0 begins withf,. 
We write R as a direct sum 
R=Al@AQ@Q(T+U)R@UR@TR 
and define h: R + R as 
h(l)=e2f2 
h(q) = 4’e2f2 if 4=qof2 dflel if q=qOe, 
h( qzr ) = q’zra 
h( tr) = tra 
h(ur)=O, 
where UEU, tET, z=u if q=qOe,, z=t if q=qOfi. We note that 
h(R) G T2 R. 
The following observation is crucial to our verification of (*): 
LEMMA 9. If p E P, q E Q then 
(a) t, pt2 = t, p’t2, t;E T,, P =f, PO 
u2 Pt2 = u2 P’l2 5 U2E u2, P=e2po 
(b) u,qu, = u,q'u, 2 UiE uz, 4=qoel 
u,qt, = U2df2, q=qof2. 
Proof: We prove (a) by induction on the “length” of p (leaving the 
analogous proof of (b) to the reader). If p=f, then tl pt2 = t, f, t2 = 
t,(f,-l)t,=t,p’t, (using T,T,=O). If p=e, then u2pt2=u2e2t2= 
u2 t, = u2p’t2 (using e2 t2 = t, and p’ = 1). This completes the initial step 
and we move on to the inductive step. If p =f, p. then t, fi p. t, = 
t,(fi-1)pot2=tI(fi-1)pbt2=t,p’t2 (using t,po=O). If p=e2po then 
u2e2 p. t, = u2(ez - 1) p. t, = u2(e2 - 1) pb t2 = u2 p’t2 (using p. E U, R and 
u2 u, = 0). 
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We now give a case verification of ax/z(y) =g(x)h(y), x, y E R. Indeed, 
a.1 .h(y)=(e,f,+f,e,)h(y)=e,f,h(y)=g,(x)h(y) 
(h(y) E TSR, e, T2 = 0) 
u(e2po)h(y)=ezf2(ezpo)h(Y)=e,f,(e,P,)’h(y) 
=g(e2h)4~) (Lemma 9(a)) 
4f, PM.Y) =flel(fl PIP =flel(fl Pd’h(y) 
=s(f, PdO) (Lemma 9(a)) 
u(rue,p,)4y) = 4ue,p,O)l= a4e2 P0)‘M.Y) 
= g(rue2kMy) (Lemma 9(a)) 
4rU”, p,)Kv) = arCi% fbNy)l= 4fi hJ’h(Y) 
= dw”, POMY) (Lemma 9(a)) 
aruh(y) =g(ruMY) 
urth( y) = 0 = g(rt)h( y). 
We next verify g(x) yu = g(x)h(y), x, y E R. 
g(x).l.u=g(x)(e,f,+f,e,)=g(x)e,f,=g(x)h(l) 
(g(x) E RU,, U, U, = 0) 
g(x)(qof,)u=g(x)(q,f*)e,f* =g(x)(40fd’e2f2 
=&)~(q,fJ (Lemma 9(b)) 
g(x)(q,el)u=g(x)(q,el)flel =g(xNwl)‘flel 
= g(x)Nqoel) (Lemma 9(b)) 
g(x)(w,urb= Cg(x)q,e,ulra=g(x)(q,e,)‘ura 
= g(xV(wl UT) (Lemma 9(b)) 
g(x)(qof2trb= Cg(x)q,f,tlra=g(x)(q,f,)‘tra 
=g(x)h(chf2~r) (Lemma 9(b)) 
s(x)(fr)a = g(x)Nrr) 
g(x)(ur)u = 0 =g(x)h(ur) (U*U=O). 
This completes the verification of (*) and so by Lemma 8 we have 
produced an element s E S such that su = e, fi. If s E R we again are forced 
into the contradiction that SEA, and therefore we conclude that s$ R. 
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